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Be purposeful
Determine your reasons for participating in social media: Is it to share information? To network?
To connect with family, friends, or colleagues? To follow others? To promote ideas, programs,
or services? Once you know your reasons, select the platform or platforms best suited to each

one. For some platforms you may need both personal and professional accounts.

Be authentic
Each platform requires its members to create a profile. Thoughtfully select usernames,

images, and a bio that authentically reflects you, your brand, and the purpose you selected for
each platform. Be inspired by others on social media, but be yourself. Consider what you can

offer and how you can engage your audience for impact and influence while being YOU.

Be engaged
Social media is only as effective as it is social. What makes it “social” is engagement.

Engagement provides content – creative, well-crafted, accurate, and useful to the audience. 
It also solicits conversation, promotes further engagement, and expands connections. An
engaged social media member doesn’t just lurk – they create, react, comment, and share.

Be consistent    
If you want to build an audience and make a difference via social media, you need to show up.

Sporadic posts and infrequent comments do not grow a following, either organically or via social
media algorithms. Create a social media plan that is realistic for you. Concentrate on one platform

at a time until you have a predictable schedule for engagement; then engage consistently.

Be respectful
Social media can be a wonderful opportunity for connection and communication, but it also can
be fraught with misinformation and unprofessional or unethical behavior. When posting content
or commenting and reacting to others, a professional maintains respect and a civil tone, even to

people and posts that are inaccurate or rude. Engage respectfully.


